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Since the last issue, there have been a number of random
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motor vehicles vandalised in Kincorth during the hours
of darkness and it remains unclear at this stage if these
crimes are linked. Operation Gadoid has been organised

specifically to deal with this issue and will take place during the forthcoming
weeks. This will involve high visibility and plain clothes patrols in the area to catch
those responsible and prevent further incidents from occurring.
We have also received reports of inappropriate parking in Loirston Avenue around the
school and shops. The City Wardens are now covering the affected areas during their
patrols and several vehicles have been moved on. If you need to visit this area, please
consider the safety of others and park responsibly. This will also prevent congestion
and the possibility of a Fine. This is a recurring and sporadic problem which will be
monitored continuously.
Complaints concerning Speeding is something which pops up in our area from time
to time. In an effort to improve my team’s self-sufficiency, I have arranged for Roads
Policing to provide additional training of Speed Measurement Equipment to local
officers. We will also continue to work closely with NESCAMP who are based at
the Nigg Police Office to deal with reports as they come in and also through well
publicised, pre-planned operations.
As mentioned in the last issue, we have had significant success in catching the
persons responsible for the housebreakings in Kincorth and the industrial estates at
the end of last year. Unfortunately these crimes do still occur occasionally and the
newly formed Housebreaking Squad based at Police Headquarters, Queen Street, has
been instigated by Police Scotland to proactively target those involved in acquisitive
crime. The Nigg Community Policing Team works closely with this unit to share
local knowledge and maintain our high detection rate.
The Police Scotland website includes excellent crime prevention advice, giving
property owners invaluable guidance on how to make things harder for criminals.
If we all follow simple security measures, together we can stop opportunistic
thieves from operating in our community.
As always, please get in touch with one of the local officers based at Nigg
Police Office if you are looking for advice or would like to report an incident
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For home security imformation visit:
www.readyscotland.org

